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Locals and
Personals
Guntley, an assayer who ret
sides in Elizabethtown, was here last
K. A,

week.

J. J. Brick, general store keeper of
the Rocky Mountain, has, left on his
vacation.
W. A. Brooks haa accepted the
position of chief clerk in the master
mechanic's office.
Dr.' and Mrs. .Horatio Walker spent
Sunday at Boneta camp the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Webster,
Mrs. J. W. Records is entertaining
her mother, Mrs. Lou Hatcher and
daughter, Miss Duck Hatcher, of
Smithville, Mo.
Charles Gutterman, passenger fireman on the St. Louis, Kocky Mountain & Pacific railway, has returned
"
from his vacation.
Mrs. Charles Springer and her sister, Mrs. Ida England of San Antonio,
Texas, left Tuesday for the Rayado
on a short fibbing trip.
P, M. Davenport, a civil engineer
and surveyor who resides near Maxwell City, has been at work at the
Chase ranch for several days.
County Commissioner E. N. Burch
with a gang of men are at work rebuilding the county road between Ute
creek and the Moreno valley.
John Lane, former foreman of the
C. S. ranch, spent Monday night the
guest of Fred Whitney. He reports
crops good but harvest hands scarce.
E. H. Fisher, a civil engineer and
surveyor in the employ of the town-sit- e
company, left here Friday for
Alamogordo where he will spend a
-

'

James Livingston of Cimarron,

L.

O. Williams of Koehler, and Owen
Thomas of Emporia, Kansas, returned Saturday from a fishing trip to
,'.Ponil park and vicinity,
L. H. Darby of Denver, was a guest
of the St. James hotel on Saturday
and Sunday. Mr. Darby is" here representing the interests of a Denver
firm in the confectionery line.
A ball game was played at the ball
park last Sunday afternoon between
the railroad (Crabbs) team and the
town (Swastika) team. The railroad
team won by a score of 14 to 13.
At a meeting of the members of the
Methodist church last week the following trustees were elected for the
ensuing year: ' Frederic Whitney, S.
E. Pelphrey, Carl Cooper, W. V.
Teer and Rev. Samuel Linge.
George H. Webster, Jr., has been
appointed one of the delegates to represent New Mexico at the National
Irrigation congress which will be held
at Sacramento, Cal., September 2 and
"
7 next.
Charles F. Remsberg, A. L. Hobbs,
Benjamin Sherrod and Paul W. Driver, of Raton, spent Thursday night
here.
They left here early Friday
morning for Ute creek and Taos
county on a pleasure and business
trip.
Thomas S. Noble of Rocky Ford.
Colo., has been in town for a week
past as agent of power's of reliable
nursery stock. Mí. Noble has been
successful here in taking orders for
fruit and ornamental trees, schrubs
and rose bushes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brooks and
their two children start next Sunday
on an Eastern trip. Mr. Brooks' is
manager of the Cimarron Mercantile
company and goes East partly for
pleasure and partly to 'buy his fall
stock of new goods. He expects to be
gone two weeks.
Frank W. McCoy, a commission
merchant of Kansas City and L. B.
Moreledge, a cattle dealer of Fairfax,
Oklahoma, were both here three days
last week, the guests of C. Robert
Van Houten. Mr. Moreledge is here
for the purpose of buying cattle both
for the market and to stock his large
V
ranch in Oklahoma.
-

Eliza L. Spickelmer moved here this
week from Taos. Mr. Spickelmer
brought with him his wife and seven
children. They will live in a tent until they can build them a suitable
house. Mr. Spickelmer i a carpenter.
Mrs.' Spickelmer gives as one of he
reasons that induced them to move
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here' was on account of the excellent:
schools in this live little town, sne
intends to send five of her children
to the public schools when they open
the first of September. , ,, Thomas Curry, the celebrated ball
player (third base), who has resided
at Cimarron for the past three months
left! Thursday . last for bis home in
Pittsburg, Pa. He intends to return
to the west in November and spend
the' winter iu Southern. California,
probably.at Los Angeles.
' Within the last few days there has
been a most wonderful discovery at
Red River City, and vicinity of ore
showing a large percentage of copper
with some lead and zinc. This dis
covery will probably lead to to the
building of a smelter on the line of
the Rocky Mountoin railway in the
near future. " "
The services at the Methodist
church last Sunday were very inter
esting. Preaching by the pastor both
morning and evening. : The attendance was good at both services. The
Epworth League had a temperance
meeting half an hour before the evening service which was led by J. F
Forty-fiv- e
teachers and
Yeiter.
scholars attended the Sunday school.
On Tuesday evening last the Ep
worth League gave a shadow box
social at the church. The members
were entertained by reading and
music. After the exercises light re
freshments were served.
A party of young people left here
early Sunday morning to spend the
day at Clear creek. They left on the
railway auto and upon reaching Ute
park they were transferred to carriages
and conveyed six miles to Clear creek
where they remained until sundown.
The party returned to Cimarrón about
7:30 having had a very enjoyable outing. The persons who went on this
trip were: Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Mat-kiMiss Belle Livingston, Miss Margaret Christie, Miss May Livingston,
James O. Rogers, Charles Lowman,
Geprg 2uClel!stfi, Alex Síti..íoy, S.
r. umcer, James uuny, u. ts. uole
and H. H, Hankin and his two sons.
The public schools here will open
on Monday,
for the season igo7-'o- 8
September 9th.' The outlook for the
coming year is the brightest since the
town's public school system was organized.
The force of teachers has
been materially strengthened and is
thoroughly organized. The enrollment probably will be the heaviest
in Cimarron's history. The schools
thus far have kept pace with the rapid
increase in population and the board
of trustees does not intend that the
system shall fall behind. A uniform
system of text books is to be, used
in the public schools of the territory,
The
commencing September 1st.
fact that all parents will have to purchase new books is mitigated by the
arrangement whereby old books may
be exchanged for new ones.
.s

PANKEY'S PROFIT IS
$100,000 IN THREE DAYS
B. F. Pankey of the Independent

Telephone company has completed a
deal by which he and the other heirs
of his father. W. H. Pankey, who died
three years ago at Harrisburg, III.,
become the owners of' a big tract of
81,000 acres of land a short distance
south of' Santa Fe, New Mexico. It
is what is known as the Eaton or
San Cristobal land grant, having been
granted by Congress in i860 to F.than
W. Eaton and others. The property
iá fine grazing land, while part of it
unde'-laigives . indication
a
number of
with coal." There are
excelsome,
springs on the land and
storing
for
lent sites for reservoirs
water for irrigating several thousand
acres. Seven hundred acres are now
under irrigation. The purchase price
of the tract was $143,000.
The land was bought for speculative purposes and to keep the estate
of B. F. Pankey's father intact. Since
he purchased the San Cristobal grant
Mr. Pankey has received a letter from
New Mexican parties asking him if
he would sell the land for $3 per acre
or $343,000 for the entire tract. This
would be a clean profit of $100,000
'
over the price Mf. Pankey paid a
short time ago, but he is not certain
that he will accept the offer. Topeka
,
i
(Kans.) Capital.;

J

ZIONITES MAY LOCATE
NEAR LAS VEGAS
General Overseer Wilbur Glenn Voliva, Present Head of Zlori City, Illinois, Is In Las"
1

VegasIs Looking Over Country.

Wilbur Glenn Voliva, general over- from the farm. Work in the factories
seer and head of Zion ity, Illinois, was not to their liking and it has become necessary to establish" a comestablished by the late1 Elijah Dowie, munity
where agriculture pursuits
accompanied by Deacons Peters and could be extensively followed.
Forbey, arrived in Las Vegas several
While Overseer Voliva has not fuldays ago and will spend sometime in ly decided to establish his new colthat city and vicinity looking over th ony on the lands near Las Vegas, he
mesa lands with a view of establish- freely admits that he is very favorably impressed with the country and
ing a new Zion community.
Mr, Voliva is a very interesting the climate. He realizes that this is
man. Being at the head of Zion City an ideal farming country and feels
and master of the many millions of that his people would be thoroughly
But like
the climate.
dollars invested there, it can readily plea
Ibusiness man, he does not
be conceived that, he is a man of any I
wonderful executive ability. He talk- carel
Jnmit himself until he has
investigated the country.
ed freely of conditions as they now moreS,
The ntw Zion will not be confined
exist in Zion City. He said the sale
of the great lace factory established entirely to agriculture. Manufacturby Dowie had made it almost impera- - ing and mercantile industries will al
uve mat a new cuiony uc cstauuau- - so be introduced, just as it has been
ed with agriculture as a basis. He ex-- j in Zion City. In fact all the good
Apostle
by
plained that many of the men who features inaugurated
had come into Zion City to enjoy ij Dowie will be followed, and the misits religious advantages had come ; takes of that great leader eliminated.
.
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Maxwell City

Runawav Wives Returned

'

to Their Husbands.
From the Raton Range.
City Marshal Howe was kept busy
Monday hunting runaway wives wbo
had deserted their husbands. A Mrs.

Appointed Delegate
TO Irrigation Congress

1

1

1

.

Prosperous

34

Bpy Instantly Killed
On Ranch' Near Chics

Charles Springer has been appointed by Governor Curry one of the
delegates from New Mexico to the From the Raton Range.
fifteenth annual national irrigation
congress which will convene at Sacramento, Cal., on September 2nd.
Mr. Springer is chairman of the territorial board Of water commissioners
which has charge of the territorial
irrigation matters. Mr. Springer is
well qualified to discuss as well as to
prepare papers on questions of national and territorial policy, with reference to natural resources, relative
to practical irrigation and practical
forestry and the settlement of irrigated lands. He has underway already in this county a gigantic irrigation scheme, which will, in the near
future, bring into the market thousands of acres of land for tillage purposes.' Mr. Springer is popular and
highly appreciated in and about Cimarron, where he has lived for many
years, and has large investments and
it is pleasing, to his neighbors and
friends to know that the former governor, as well as the present one, have
selected him to fill important positions in' the public service. He is
doing much to aid in building up our
new 'town and is tireless in his devotion to the wants and needs of this
'
'
.
new enterprise.
;

Built first House In
John E. Codlin, familiarly called
Jack Codlin, of Chico, was here on
business for a day last Thursday.
Mr. Codlin is a veteran soldier of the
Civil War, having spent four years n
Gen. Sherman's army and later fighting the Indians in this territory. He
was born in New Jersey, but has lived
in this county since 1865, and built the
first house in what is now Elizabeth-town- .
He was a contemporary of the
late L. B. Maxwell, and knew him
well and worked 'with him much of
the time that Mr. Maxwell lived at
Cimarron on the banks of the noble
stream of that name, which flowed
within a few feet of his residence.
Mr. Codlin, for a man of his years,
is well preserved and has an excellent
memory. He is "chockfull" and ever
ready to relate them of the events and
thrilling incidents of his four years
army life with Gen. Sherman, as well
as later of his pioneer days among
the Indians and early white settlers
Anyone
of Northern New Mexico.
who is contemplating writing the history of the northern part of the territory since 1865, would do well to
get in touch with this early pioneer.

Had some fine rains this week.
'
John Krannawitter. of Dawson,
spent Sunday here.
Dm HardfiHtTJ and wife sDent Satur- I
I
r
m
npr misriHnu
i in vid
nan1 larr.
day and Sunday in Raton.
a
in
was
located
Trin'dad,
near
ranch
new
a
David Herera is building
residence onhis ranch east of this house on South Third street, where
she had hired out asa washerwoman.
place.
She was located there by the marshal,
two
made
has
Mrs. Jake Michel
trips to Springer this weekoa account but refused to return home with her
husband, although she was finally
of having some dental work done.
persuaded to leave with her brother.
Brackett
weré
N.
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Two otner runaway wives were iom tii'ort off numiay.
In a rooming house on North
iVal!
A. L. Mx and family with tneiK Second street and were sent toCimar
guests are spending this week in the aon on the afternoou train Monday.
Ponil mountains.
'Mrs. E. A. Troutman, of Cimarron,
came over Sunday for a short visit Taos County
with friends here.
Very
Marion Payne has sold his growing
crop to Bert Rogers and is thinking
Robert Prewitt, of the firm of Pre-wi- tt
of trjirjg railroading for a while.
of
Slaughter,
Mrs. Rosa Littrell
and Prewitt, of Albuquerque, rePueblo, arrived Tuesday for a visit at turned from a week's visit to Taos
the ranch home of George Littrell.
where he was on business. This was
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Shook, who were his
first visit to the Taos country and Opening lp New Mining Claims.
passing through here from California he was more than agreeably surprised
From the Raton Range. '
to Colorado, stopped off and spent a at the abundance of water and great
Moses T. Runnels, M. D., of Kansas
day on their ranch on Red river.
resources of the region. Crops of
Citv,
was in town last Saturday, hav- Misses Nellie and Leona Rogers wheat, oats,-coralfalfa and vegethe Elizabethtown
went to Raton Wednesday to visit for tables are very fine this season, and inar returned from
with
F. W. Gibb, a
where
district,
a week with the family of their uncle, in the vicinity of Taos there will be a
Rock, Ark.;
of
Little
mining
engineer
fair crop of apples. The fruit in other
J.L. Gunn.
investigating claims on
been
had
he
by
late
frosts.
The
killed
was.
sections
came
Mrs. Will Bell and children
mining property. There
Sunday and will visit for a week or sheep men of Taos are well satisfied the Bartlett
on
ine propare
saved
claims
ten
They
season.
this
with
returns
two with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
lambs, erty, in which Dr. Runnels Is
of
percentage
very
good
a
P. Whiteley.
which are bringing very fair prices, larcely interested and he spoke very
Mrs. Matthews and daughter, Miss
from $275 to $3 75 Pr head. The enthusiastically
of the prospects.
Irene, of Las Vegas, arrived Tuesday wool crop was good and
they are sat- The claims are located half way beand are the guests of Mrs. W. F. isfied with the rates it brought. Rains
tween Red river and Questa and
Martin and will remain here until were plentiful and contentment and
samples of ore already obtained run
September 1 and will then go to Chi- peace prevail in the Taos Valley.
from 12 to 18 per cent lead, 15 to 23
cago for a visit.
The people of Taos are confidently
cent in zinc, 1 to 21 per cent cop
tx?r
A. P. Whiteley has again bought expecting the advent of the St. Louis,
and 3J to 5 ounces silver to the
per,
DawRocky Mountain and Pacific railroad
the livery and feed business in,
ton.
son and took charge last Tuesday. from Cimarron, and hope the road
Mr. Gibbs. the mining engineer,
He formerly owned the business and will reach their county and town in
was quoted as saying that the claims
a
year.
less
than
not
sold out nearly t. year ago.
Mr. Prewitt is of the opinion that constituted the finest prospect for a
ever saw.
there are many chances for good in- good mining property he
Ball Game.
for
especially
farmers
vestments, and
SWASTIKA RUG FOR
A ball game was played at the ball who have some money and desire to
SWASTIKA ROUTE.
orclands
for
park a week ago Sunday afternoon purchase farms and
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
The
between the railroad team and the hards. He has had much experience Pacific railway, the "Swastika Route,"
town team, both of Cimarron. The in agriculture and thinks the lands in has Ordered the Bcnham Indian Tradtown team (Crabbs) won by a score of the Taos and adjacent territory are ing company of this city, a huge Nav
cheaper than anywhere else in the ajo rug, with a large Swastika in the
8 to 7.
R H E Territory, considering their fertility center for its general offices at Ra
7
2 and productiveness. Santa Fe New
9
Railroad (Swastikas)
ton.
7
8
Town Crabbs)
i Mexican.
Howard Clark, assistant manager
Batteries Railroad, Brooks, Moor-heathe trading company, secured the
for
DuckTown,
Fisher,
Sullivan;
NEW VARIETY OF
and he stated yesterday that
order,
worth. Umpire Mason G. Chase.
SUGAR CANE.
rug was to be the largest ever
the
dry
of
the
Mexico
New
some
In
made, with one exception, the one
land farmers have become enthusi-- J
New Railroad Will Be Built.
exhibited at the St. Louis World's
astic over a new variety of cane which j
'
fair, and furnished by the Bénham
A railroad, to be known as the Al
1 ns
is called tne Atrican sumacn.
company.
buquerque Eastern, is shortly to be cane comes up straight out of the
Mr. Clark expects to leave soon for
built and will run from the Duke City ground and like Indian corn is soon
Navajo reservation and while
the
pass through Tijeras canon and con- high enough for cultivation, not
he will make arrangements with
there
ground
nect with the Santa Fe Central at sprawling around over the
employed by the Ben-hathe
Moriarty,' sixty miles east of Albu- like some grains do. Because of the
company, fof the
Trading
Indian
querque, and will give that city an vegetating and growing qualities of huge Swastika rug, which will ,be
eastern outlet, and a direct connection this sorghum it is thought to be sue
completed by; January 1st.
with the Rock Island ad, 150 miles perior as a dry farm product to any1
Morning
Journa.
thing else in existence.;
;
Jp the eastward.
i
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New Vol. I.

Estab. 1872

few weeks.
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Albu-riuerqu-

Alonzo Parcel, the fourteen-year-olson of Mr. and Mrs. James Paroel,
living on the Codlin ranch near Chico,
was Instantly killed Sunday evening
by being dragged to death by a mul.
How the accident happened in net
known, the first intimation of it be'ity
when the mule ran into the corral
dragging the boly of the boy with
him. Life was extinct when the remains were picked up.
'.
The body was brought to the undertaking parlors of JohnsoUj & Fry,
this city, Monday afternoon to be pre'
pared for burial.
Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon from Johnson & Fry't
undertaking rooms and were largely
attended by relatives and friends of
the family of the dead boy. f: Rev. J-Cutler, pastor of the First Baptist
church, officiated, and interment wa
at Fairmont cemetery.
d
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SWASTIKA LINE GETS
CARS HAULED FREK,
j

The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain ant
Pacific road, known as the Swastika
route, has been receiving a large shipment of new gondola cars from the
St. Louis Car company by way of the
Texas and Pacific and Southwestera.
In order to get these cars moved free
over the connecting lines, the roai
has permitted them to be loaded witfc
coal and ties for points along the
Southwestern. This is a plan adopted
by the Mexican Central in getting ks
new. equipment hauled over connecting lines for nothing, and the Swastika has followed suit.
I

This arrangement is proving satisfactory to both the owners and users
of the new cars, for while saving
in freight
thousands of dollars
charges on the empties, the car shortage is relieved to a great extent. The
cars that are coming from St. Louis
for the Rocky Mountain road are
loaded with coal, coke and ties anfl
large consignments of them have been
coming in during the past week.
NEW VALVE GEAR
A SUCCESS.

The new Mitchell valve gear witk
which the Santa Fe has been experimenting on engine 1219 of the New
Mexico division, has been found a
success and a set. of the devices ha
been manufactured at the Albuquerque shops to be placed on thé engines.
President Mitchell of the Mitchell-HuntValve company of Omaha, ic
superintending the work and continues to make trips between here and
Las Vegas in the box like arrangement built on top of engine 1219. The
set of valves just completed is an improvement over the first ones used.
"The new valves will give a greater
er

advantage than the first ones tried,"
said "Mr. Mitchell last night. "They
were made as a sort of experiment,
with an idea of cutting down the fuel
consumption. ' Apparently we have
succeeded in doing so."
OLD TIME HOSTELRY
CHANGES HANDS.
Santa Fe. Negotiations have bec
completed for the sale of the old Ex
change hotel property at the south
east corner of the Plaza, and during
its halcyon days one of the most
famous resorts in the southwest. T.
Z. Winter of the Winter Grocery
company is the new landlord.
The Exchange hotel marked the
western terminus of the old Santa Fe
trail and was a scene of activity whea
the wagon trains were the only meani
of transportations of freight across
the great American desert.

from an Outside Point.
An exchange says that an inquirer,
writing to a real estate dealer in a
certain town, said: "I can tell more
about the kind of a town you have by
seeing your paper than by any other
means of information. If your merchants are dead and don't use your
paper, I don't want to locate in oc
near your town. I have bad experience
with one town like that and I'll not
be caught again if I can help it."
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses'is unsurpassed by any, locality in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R.' W. Hunt & Company:
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REMARKS: Should make a Very Good water for
Boiler use. Kindly note the unusually imally small amount of total
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Colfax County, New Mexico, lies alogn the ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
,
neavier tunbered foot bills on the Southern Slope of the of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
spur of the Main' Range.
World's Fair at St. Louis.
Cimarron boasts of, a climate unequalled elsewhere in
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It isa beautiful and frrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the mountains is streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
of outdoor life.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in; as do many
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron & Northwestthe Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
that "the last is always the best," the St.Xbuis, Rocky Mountain & its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
Pacific Railway Company, m acquiring this pass, has secured the
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron: Everyhas shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assurCimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting ing a never failing supply of
concrete the buildit for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops ing material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
has every resource one could ask.
few miles of the town and there is clay tor brick and limeFollowing are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to stone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
become a good business point:
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St. intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
rs
and have the shops of the Cimarron & North
the
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
now
western Railroad
building. Either would make of it a large direction arid coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimsued town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of ited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
ber m the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for to Cimarron.
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abunresources this business would make of it a city.
dance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thouworld. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas sands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00 Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perto $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here haps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material.
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising Irom the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural rethousand inhabitants. ,
Iie3
midway between the" greatest Coal fields in sources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
Cimarron
h
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet
nothintf but ore and less of it than lies within
coke and the minerál both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
e
twenty-fivmiles of Cimarron.
miles or less, making it the natural location for smeltof twenty-fiv- e
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil-tiCimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good rethat one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
alluv-al
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
To the East and South are thousands of acjes of rich
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building madry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep terial of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
and needs no fertilizing other Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
than that furnished by the waterfrom the mountain streams. where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor bethe World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val- - cause development has only just begun.

CIMARRON,
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From the Raton Range,
Gabriel Gonzales, Lueario Moja
and iceDte Gonzales, the three men

,hargedw.tb the

m

o
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Harmon, proprietor of the Springer
.
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Anmict
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matter January 10, law, at me post mira si vnuairuu, cw Xít
Entered Second-clanI 00
:
Wednesday. Uabnel Gonzales
ouder the act of Congreea of March ,1879.
was bound over to the crand iurv in
the sum of S5,000; Vicente Gonzales
SUBSCRIPTION TWO DOLLARS
in the sum of f 1,000 and Lueario Moya
TlTCPT AY ADVERTISING 15 CENTS FÜK IXMl-- rl
was discharged.
Neither of the Gon'
of
low
zales have furnished bail.
will
The case
now come up before
Ore
the Colfax county grand jury at the
September term. The territory was
represented by District Attorney Jeremiah Leahy, of this city, and Melvin
W. Mills, of Springer.
pusher,
the
pencil
The New Mexico Bar Association tory letter to the
had
letter-hea- d
used
merchant
the
these
notice
Is receiving its share of
teTHE MONUMENT TO SHELLEY."
days on account of the wild speech of been printed in Louisville, and the
a
made
with
envelope
was
the
on
turn
& H. Hanna, of Santa Fe, which was rubber stamp furnished by a Chicago It Will Stand on the Shore of the
made a personal attack on Col. Mai
Gulf of 8pezzia, Italy.
(Ky.)
axle grease firm. Columbia
Frost, the editor of the New Mexican.
Spectator.
favA colossal' monument to Percy
Mr. Hanna. in a fit of pique at his
Bysshe
poet,
Shelley,
to
for
shortly
the
Is
nomination
the
failure to receive
RegQuite a number of the people
be erected near San Terenzo, Italy,
secretar of the association for anhere are absent from their homes where he passed the last of his life.
other Tear thus permitting him to enjoying vacation relaxation on moun- The entire design is, to be about 45
succeed himself in this office, which tain summits, amid forest shades, at feet high, and it is to be attached to
of
a cliff facing the Sasa Magnl, In which
Col. Frost assisted turn in securing seaside resorts, in rural resting-place- s
Mexico
in
he and later Byron lived, says the
last jear, made a firey and vitupera! or elsewhere; Over-taxe"'
;
energies New York Sun.
'
'
who
FroBt,
Col.
Iva SDpech
acainst
on
w
j
The work Is being executed by the
are thus being recuperated and new
was not present ,iet whose friends had vitality received for the Btrenuous Italian sculptor Fontana.
1
The keyj
justified bim by the action which de- work of the coming fall and winter in note is taken from Shelley's tragedy
It displays
posed and angered Mr. Hanna. Ii is building up and extending this beau ''Prometheus Unbound."
the figure of the Titian writing on the
needless to inform the New Mexico tiful town on
the banks of the ever- rock with the lightning which,", Jlké
Arrange- publh that Col. Frost is physicallv flowing Cimarron. What an inesti- Jupiter,
he grasps In his hand, this in
.'.1
Infirm; neither is it necessary to say mable blessing is this breathing-spac- e
description: "To Shelley from the World
:
Unbound.""
that his mentality is as bright and in the year's rush of this busy life.
preShelley's heart, snatched from his
strong as his body is weak, and that
pyre
by
funeral
Trelawny,
is buried
be is amply able to answer the conto
w. iremaine Watson, a promi In the Protestant cemetery at; Rome,
speech of his enemy,
temptible
ot which he wrote: t "It might make
though silence would perhaps have nent mining man with headquarters one in love with death to think that
in
Fe,
purchased
Santa
has
re
the
been a stronger defense. It is not in
it would make one In love with so
sweet a place."
But the character
human nature to remain silent when sidence of former Governor Hagersuch insult is offered a man in public man and will occupy fhe same. The of the place and the surroundings
made it undesirable to locate any
of
life who is a well known as Col. house is one of the most palatial great monument
there. At Vlareggio,
Exprivate
in
residences
capital.
the
'
'
of
Frost and who has such a number
where his body came ashore on July
friends won by his public and private governor Hagerman has removed to 18, 1822 ten days after he was'
drowned on his way from Leghorn
fidelity to them. Mr. Hanna doubt- his former home at Roswell.
to san Terenzo and where it was
unmanly
less regrets his hasty and
The Las Vegas Optic remarks that burned while Leigh Hunt poured wine
attack but that will not change the
and Incense on it and Lord Byron
public mind while several New Mexico officials read poetry there is already a Shelley
opinion of a
which cannot but denounce such ac- have resigned only to have their res monument and besides, the fiat coast
tion, no matter what the difference ignations declined by Governor Curry affords no opportunity for Fontana's
design.
tretween he and Colonel Frost may there are others whose resignations Spezzia The shore of the gulf of
and the neighborhood of his
like,
who
he
failed
have
but
to
would
will
not
A
permit
limited
be.
space
last abiding place were ' therefore
the use of Colonel Frost's reply to tender them. Well, the new governor chosen for this greatest tribute to his
Mr. Hanna in his editorial column knows he doesn't need to wait for memory.
Suffice it to say that the reproof was offers to quit. El Paso Herald.
very generous and charitable when
THE PARCELS POST.
Governor Curry has accepted an
v
compared with the reported speech
The minute Postmaster General
to
forthcoming
invitation
attend
the
necessary.
made
it
that
r
Deep Waterways convention which Meyer nacj expressed himself as ser- The Newspaper men of the Pecos will be held at Memphis, Tenn., iously considering the feasibility of home with the Service it now can give
j
wsssí"''IBajsssfcJgíisiW'pflsiís
TlfC GRIST OF Llf E'S MILL
and 5. President Roose adding a parcels post to the postofiice to foreign countries.
Valley met in Roswell last week and October
i
many
will
be service with a limit of ten pounds
other notables
J. MARVIN NICHOLS.
perfected an organization which has velt and
been named the Pecos Valley Press in attendance.
weight on packages carried there was Important Postal Reform Adopted
association. There was a good attenWashington, D, C, Aug. 20. In
If everybody " thought exactly alike
a rush of arguments from certain
dance and much interest was maniio tar not a single Mew Mexico quarters to show why such a service an order just issued by acting post it would be no sign in this wide
world that their thinking is "right
fested in the organization, the same paper has taken exception to Govern would be impracticable in
the United master general Lawshe, with the con
Riches, carry their own penalty, not
being formed for the purpose of fur or Curry's appointments. Judge Fall
mail
service,
of
the
Mexican
States, although every other country currence
the least being idleness and no optnering the interests of the press as attorney general sounded good to could use it. The central assertion on one
of the most important postal re- portunity, of doing productive labor.
beople of eastern New Mexico. The them and Nathan Jaffa as seceta'ry which
arguments
depended
the
was
man
No use complaining! Play deaf and
place.
forms
just
tor
A
the
the
that has ever been effected be
session lasted an entire day and is
good start, Governor Curry. El Paso that distances were too great in the tween the United States and Mexico dumb-ra- nd
keep a comin'. The darkmany interesting papers were read.
United States. It was claimed that
Herald.
est night will change to light. The
adopted.
has
teen
The newspaper people of that por,.
with a uniform postage rate dependThis is an order regarding the mail blackest cloud must and will empty
tion of the territory deserve much
r
An adjourned session of the Su ing on weight alone the government able matter of the two countries. itself after awhile. '
credit for the enterprise shown by preme Court of New Mexico of the would lose all the profitable short
The great governmental questions
Formerly matter which would be al
them in getting together and forming January term convened at Santa Fe distance matter and be compelled to lowed
pass through the mails of of the tariff and currency literally
to
such an organization and The Range Monday morning and many import carry all long distance matter at a the United States on reaching the fade away when compared to the vital
loss which the critics did not hesitate
wishes the new association a long
'Rocky
Colo:
ant cases are on the docket for the to estimate, in advance of any infor Mexican boundary ' would perhaps 'question of the preservation of the
and useful career.
home.
term.
present
meet
in
cer
that
that
with
obstacle
an
It is now up to the press of northmation as to the exact plan of the deBrace up, old fellow! It will soon
j! Eif Special train service
be on the
ern New Mexico to form a similar
partment, at a minimum of $150,000,- - tain article happened to
Leave Raton 6 a. m. Returning
ll
organization, for it would surely
unmailable list of that country. In be your inning. They may
Mothers of Small boys will be 000 a year.
leave1 Rocky Ford at 6:45 p.m.
prove beneficial. We trust that our pleased to learn that the postoffice
the 6arne.way, mail matter was also you now but the fans in the grandmay
may
be
or
It
the
not
that
case
secin
go
esteemed contemporaries
wild when you park
the
department has put a ban on 11 yel- - a thorough parcels post system would stopped in this country when it did stand will
tion of the territory mentioned will
with the mail regulations the ball. Park her, old fellowl
comply
not
of the "Diamond have to modify
low
back
literature
to some extent the
also urge the formation of such an
A Woman has all sorts of invenmuch confusion
'
'
Dick" quality.
1'
association.
method so successfully employed in in many 'instances
iROTJXD TRIP.'
tions
for the development of her
unmailable
European countries. But here are was! caused when certain
articles fell into the mail agents of bust, but all' a man does for his is
n exchange of a cerlvn
- "
We read i
J.V. FISHER
A6ENT
Frank G. Selee, the well known some facts as to what the government either country.
'
to be on the wrong side when the big
Atctilaon, Topek A SudU Ft By.
editor who had a Ions and carei'illy
' RATON, N. JM.
':
baseball man and manager of the finds itself ablento do today in the
slump
in
comes
market.
the
By the new regulations any matter
prepared article oi the importancí ci
league team the past way of giving parcels service to and which is deemed mailable by the
Fear the man who blazes his way
patronizing borne .)'.' ihants rai'er Pueblo Western
foreign
on
countries, which bear
through the trackless forest He's
seasons, has heard a great deal of from
two
by
is
government
Mexican
considered
f
.r
f
goods.
ti
eir
Tut
tendin
than
";
.
the problem. ' "
a pioneer and the world follows close
Article wal so gocd :liat it attracted Joe Galgano, the wonderful pitcher
Packages may now be sent to most the United States and is promptly at his heels. Dread the man
jwho
the attention oí the f crcliants, tnd of the Albuquerque Browns, and after of the South and Central American forwarded to its destination. In the follows no
leader and yet does trethey highly c "mnvr r'ed the loyalty :i witnessing his playing at. the games countries, to Germany, Great Britain, same way trie Mexican government
things. 7
j
the office. One merchant ws so fav- in Trinidad last Saturday and Sun Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Bel- guarantees to handle any mail matter mendous
Indian's
bow
is
said,
that
the
,
It
United
psss
the
through
which
will
for
signed
for
him
Pueblo
the gium, and to Australia, New .Zealand,
orably impressed with the article that day,
gains back its strength if unstrung
'
'
States.
lie sat down and wrote a congratula- - reason of 1908.
Japan, Korea and many Chinese cities
for awhile. So ought we to unstring
at the- - rate of ia cénts a pound. For
F. W. PAGET, Proprietor
Lord Rosebery,
formerly British the mind once in a while the tired
the majority, of these countries the
brain cries for rest.
'
prime
minister,
Is
it i j r ft-an
authority on
maximum weight is eleven pounds,
No one has a friend until such an
gardening, though most people know
and to none is the permitted weight
only as a statesman and author. one becomes your star of hope dehim
less than four pounds six ounces.
As a matter of fact, be has every rear spite the gathering cloudy of adversThe packages may be three feet six
'i
son to be gardener and farmer both, ity. Such an one is always a permainches in length or six feet in length
as he owns 26.000 acres of land In nent fortification when one's affairs
and girth combined.
NEW MEXICO
Scotland and some 8,000 in England, are in a state of seige.
CIMARRON
This service is given, even though and also
has a villa, literally embow-ere- d
Did you ever see a norse working
domestic parcels cannot exceed four
in flowers and flowering shrubs, in the old treadmill fashion? Always
: .
,
....
t
OF
STOCK
TO REUCE OUR
pounds in weight Bnd cost a cent an overlooking,
the 'Bay of; Naples. ,1
Alon the go, yet going nowhere.
ounce or 16 cents a pound. At the
- yet never apways
on
move,the
cheaper foreign rate packages may be
CLOTHING
AND
proaching either a near or a remote Good
carried the full length of the United
goal. These days many a fellow seems
Suites and then to a foreign country.
and make room for fall goods now arriving, we
content with the treadmill grind. striking
even
And
more
Wm. A.
are offering all clothing in the house at
Wealth and colossal fortunes are
be
U
to
tion against domestic service
S. MEYER
not worshipped now with the devofound in the case of matter clis'ifed
tion it used to be. A new standard
including
commercial paper,
t
iJt.
has been established; new, yet old
deds, invoices, manuscript and so
sAttornéy-át-La- w
We are just ic receipt of a nice and reasonably priced
just honesty; that's all. The remedy
at
the
be sent abroad
can
This
forth.
also
Coats,
Winter
and
Misses'
Fall
line of Ladies' and
found;
in the
for corruption has been
rate of 1 cent for two ounces, while
Skirts, Waists sod Dresses. Ask to see them and do not
Rooms 6 and 7. Roth Block,
Rates
hearts of the people.
M home it costs tun letter 001: .ic
stock of Groceries is comforget that the
just
so constituted that
Some are
plete and at lowest prices.
rfl'es at 2 cents an ounce, just four
the can never see a thing ónly in atmosphere that is depressing and
time as much.
Their eyes just Crushing. No man can be at his best
the darker shades.
Apparently there would be no ter
OFFICE, 207 PARK AVE. simply won't take any light. These nd be foreyer under the impact pf
rific danger of immediate ruin should
folks are sure to keep about you an a tempest
the government try to experiment at
2
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Our Mining Regulations are very
orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands

,

contained within the Boundaries the
except reservaNew
Grant
the mineral maps
tions indicated
published by the Company
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Within this reservation Special
ments will be made with parties
siring á large acreage fand' who are
pared develop the same.

All
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Co,

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

Trinidad, Colorado
TJrinidad's Leading
Commercial
Hotel

Centrally Located

-

All Modern

Conveniences
Sample Rooms'

,

MEN'S -

- BOYS' -

a-

15

Hotel

Chapman

For Cent Discount
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Notary Public

Cimarron - Mercantile - Co.

THE "OLD COMP"
ilEOrrln A Foster. J
From the Raton Range.
In these days of advancement in
every art and every science, one is
appalled at the wondrous strides of
the art preservative of all arts, the
printing trade and allied crafts.
In printing, it is but ' a day or so
ago, since the age of the Franklin
hand press with its quaint and crude
mechanism, familiar in picture to the
eye of every school child. With
what wonderous strides has the art
advanced to .the present day of mon- -

GEO. S. BRO WN.

Blacksmith

N. M.

Cimarron,

Wagon and Uarúage Works.
Buggies and Spring Wagons
built to order. Horseshoeing
and General Blácksmithing.

y

Leonard
AND

Hay ward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

E'town

First St

J. S. WILSON
General

Black-smithin- g,

strous web presses, reeling out a hundred thousand metropolitan papers
- every hour.- days
of hand typold
the
And
esettingthey have, in the past two
decades passed into the beyonds.
Frpm the long line of "cases" at
which the "jotirs" of other, years held
"sits," the daily newspaper offices and
the book offices of the cities have
been transformed to rows of Mergen-thaler- s
which under the skillful manipulation of deft fingers throb and
burn with the living thought. The old
artists of the "case" "manipulators
of the silent messengers of thought"
have become useful members of the'
printing craft in other lines, and thousands of them have mastered the
wonderful linos. ,But to all these,
there at times come the old desire
to "pull out" as in the days of old,
when the composing rooms of the
great dailies of the time resounded
with the merry click, click of the little metal types swiftly assembled into
the stirring editorial, the pungent
paragraph or the startlnig news story
of the generation just gone. Many an
old timer has been seen to wend his
way to the case in the corner in these
later days' and with his take before
him, with eyes as bright as ever in
the past, with rule polished and with
his favorite stick lightly gripped, begin to "edge' up" the stubborn bourgeois or the nimble nonpariel or 'minion. As the moments passed, what
memories thronged through the atmosphere of the day linked with the
dreams of the past? Invariably the
Old Comp, after a few minutes of
deliberate grasping of the letters begins the characteristic nervous, hurrying speed, which marked the race
against time, night after night in the
palmier days of "hand set" newspapers. A stickful or so, just to show
that his fingers have not forgotten
their cunning, and the Old Comp
goes back to his other duties, with
the dreams of the past fresh and rosy
in his heart, with the kindlier smile to
the "cub" who is just now learning
to solve the modern mysteries of the
most fascinating art of all arts, print
'

' ing.
Mr. 'J. M. Keltner, foreman of the
Range composing room, is one of the
e
printers who has kept
abreast of the trade through all the
advancement ot tne past generation
Mr. Keltner began learning his trade
in the office of the Findlay, (Ohio)
old-tim-

Wag-

on and Carriage
Repairing Neatly Executed New
Rigs Built to Order. Horseshoeing. Plow Work

necessary for Mr. Keltner to pick up
separately from the case with one
hand and olace in the "stick." c:r-- ,
rectly, 6,900 individual pieces of type
which went to make up the twenty
inches of reading matter. His right
hand, in accomplishing this feat travcircuit; a dis
eled in an
tance of from twenty to sixty inches
for each letter, or a total of 20,700
feet. And there are lots of harde:
things In the mak'ng of a newspaper
than setting type, too.
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DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
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E. C. DeWITT & COMPANY. CHICAGO. ILL--

ever-varyi-

SOLD BY CROCKER BROS.

MILL

J. MARVIN NICHOLS.

Darkness brings out every star in
skies.
the far-oWhen affection is dead quit hang
ing around its sepulchre.
Even a poor idiot can five pretty
well if he'll get out and hustle.
Speaking of joy: There may be
things bétter than beef stew and bakbread-th- ere
ed potatoes and home-mad- e
ff

may

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

be.

There is no diamond quite so rare
as a woman's loving eye if it awak
ens you as from a dream; only, beware, for the market is crowded with
imitations these days says the philosopher. '
The wife who deliberately and
knowingly neglects to be the pleasing fascination "her man" craves need
not be surprised rif some one else
plays the game with a winning card.
Men are just part human Sure I
The working man will get all that's
coming to him when he is able to
Valuable
earn it, and not before.
men are scarce. So scarce, and you'll
get your price.
After all, there is nothing strange
about great men; they are just like
They think just
us only bigger.
like we do, but. more intensely; they
suffer just like we do, only more
keenly; they love just like we do, only
more tenderly.
Accidental honors almost invariably turn out to be drawbacks in the

General Contractors
Operates in all the Towns in the

Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron', N. M.

end.

Normally, the simply life is the
strong life.
The biggest puzzle in the realm of Mining Conditions Are
morals is the half truth.
Good In Colfax County.
The line between "fraud" and "good
Mining
Reporter, published at
The
business" is a difficult one for some
Denver, in a recent issue has the folto trace.
It is hard for a barefoot man to lowing to say concerning mining con- get a clear idea of the golden slip- - Sdjtions in Colfar county.
Work has been resumed at the
pers.
Let your troubles be weights like Legal Tender mine in Willow Gulch;
wings are the additional weights on the immediate work consists of gaining additional depth with the shaft
the eagle's body.
If some people would cling to the and the running of several laterals.
property in
At the Bobtail-Senat- e
cross just like they cling to their
opinions they would never lose their the Elizabethtown section, drifting is
in progress at the bottom of the main
grip on the Lord.
It is quite possible for a clergyman working shaft to recover a large vein
to substitute lungs for logic and which shows good values at the surface. It is expected that the mill will
perspiration for inspiration.
helpmeet; 'one be put in commission shortly.
who helps get the meat. After all, is
The Maxwell Land Grant company
is prospecting with a core drill for
that a disgracé?
A great many people who make no iron on Iron mountain.
Good progress is being made in the
effort to support a shack down here
have no hesitancy in singing abom continuation of the Baldy tunnel,
which is now in over 2,200 feet.
their mansions in the skies.
It is stated that the Golden Ajax
What's your business? Do you get
a fellow in a worse tangle; or, are company is shortly to resume develyour fingers deft in unravelling the opment operations at its properties.
tangled thread of life for some poor
bewildered heart?
Advertise in the News and Press.
A Milwaukee paper apologizes for
the error of a printer who placed the
heading "Misery Loves Company"
over the announcement of the marriage of an editor and a school teach-

Jeffersonian, more than thirty years
ago, and worked for many, years upon
this paper, which was established and
made famous by Petroleum V. Nasby
(D. R. Locke). Following the trend
of all typographical artists of that
day, Mr. Keltner traveled extensively
working in the largest newspaper of
fices in all the middle west. With
the advent of the 'Mergcnthaler ma
chines he learned the art of opcrat
ing, and is a competent linotypist
C. ALFOBD
But still there are tmes when we old
comps like to get back to a case and
Attorney-at-La- w
pull out a little, and on last Wedncs
Koouis 6 and 7, Roth Block
day Mr. Keltner tried his hand on a
bunch of Burgeois, manuscript copy.
NEW MEXICO which by the way is about the slowRATON.
est type for hand setting, the type
S. MEYER
founders ever made. The matter was
common newspaper measure, 13 ems
wide. In the short space of one hour
Attorney-at-Laminutes, he "set up"
and forty-fiv- e
type, an average of
of
ems
2,750
Baton speed of more than i,6oo cms per
Booms 6 and 7, Roth Block.
hour, which, considering the slowness of the type body and the manuGO, script copy, would have been regardCON DALY
ed as an exceptional feat in the
CIMARRON, N. M.
newspalmiest days of the hand-se- t
er.
Contractors and Builders, papers.
What you get out of life depends
In setting this amount of type in the altogether on what you put into it.
Stone, Brick and Adobe.
time made in the spurt of speed it was As the case may be, happiness and
Estimates on application.
anguish are the declared dividends
our investments in life,
on
& Pacific Railway Co.

Cimarron,
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Fancy Groceries and Fruits,
Meat Bend Vegetable Market,
Ice Cream, Tobaccos,
Confectionery and Lunch

The Lobby Saloon

I Cafe

CHARETTE & BRACKE1T, Props.

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard...
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and (light
0

'
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, Baton. New Mexloe.

'

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Build-- .
ers' Hardware

.

v

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON,

Coate, Ponll Park, Rayado

General Passenger Airent
Katon, New Mexwo,

strength.

-

'

I

,

friend.

Marriage is a partnership in which
each party is in honor bound to think
rights of others.
In New Mexico : Arroya Beco, Aurora. Baldr.JBlack of the
Red River City. Talpa, Taos, Twlulnf
Ranche.
A strong man never ignores 4 weak
rrt l nntUáI
' )1 VAN TTOtJTEX,
one. That's the highest evidence of

Vice President and General Uaoager,
Ka"n. N.w Mexico,
.

UMBER CO

ant than rights.
He who stops just one heart from
breaking has not lived in vain.
fetch her.
Wait on yourself-that'- U
A spoilt child grows and he and
the world rarely ever agree.
Carneigie declares that millionaires
never laugh. Guess not! The thing
has gotten so strenuous that there's
no laugh coming.
"Gentleman" a mightily overworked word in these days.
Every law looks blue to the man
who wants to break it.
An active man builds puccess on a
foundation of failure.
We cannot always see ourselves
as others see us, but we can always
see ourselves as we see others.
"Broken friendship," says a writer,
"like china, may be repaired but the
break will always show.
Some men move on lines of least
resistance. And there's the jelly-fis- h
he floats with the tide.
To lose you were to lose myself
that's the last analysis of a real

Wl.
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siperlntendeut,
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Arrive
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Arrlv.;
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Leave
pm
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Arrive
CUNNINGHAM..,
Leave
SI
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7 30 aia
42
pm
( ...CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION... j
Lea've
7 Ü" am
42
pm
'.
7 00 am
BATO
49
Arrive
pm
N.M., at MO p.m.
I Connect with El Paso & Southwestern Ry train 124, arriving In D.wsoo,
No. 125, leaving Da weon.V M..t 10.Ka.ia,
Í Connect with El Pao ASo.ituweMern Ry. Train
N.
M.
Fronton.
at
I Htaire for Van Hwuten. N. M.. meet trams
from Taos and Elizabethtown, N. M
j Connects with stage,.Lto and
.
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u
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.i mm mil I'fulnn. with 8. A 8. Rv. at Do
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40
25
40
15
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2 00
S 20

11
11
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Schedule
Wells Fartjo Express.

Effect September !, 1907.
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A good conscience sure keeps a
fellow oiit of the game these days.
Duties will always be more import-

mm

Passenger

Cimarron

k

1.

N. M.
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Hews Notes From
Springer Stockman
mechanic of every description in Springer is busy.
Darl Brown came down Thursday
.
from Dawson. "
Charles Colgrove was in the city
Thursday from his home at Cimarron.
C. Alldredge was in Springer for
awhile this week from his home in

Every

!.

Itoy.

George W. Warder and family, visSunday, returning home
Monday.
Deputy Sheriff Jay Gale was in the
íty Wednesday from Raton on

ited Trinidad

al

lousiness.
Miss , Minnie Adams has been
among the sick a portion of this week
Irot is better again.
.Arthur Sanders of Trinidadwas in
Thursday interviewing his

cstomers.

D. A. Clouthier has been laid up a
brtion of this week with that dreadful ailment called rheumatism.
J. C Codlin was in town yesterday.
glad to see him, for he
. We arc always
all
the time, been all
always,
has
Sight.
Mus Hilda Flocrsheim of Roy, is
apending the week in the city. She is
'fcc KTiest of Mr, and Mrs. JJouglas
Wright.
Alberto Valdez and family were over from Ocate the first of the week
or a short visit with their relatives,
the Valdez families west of the city.
--

No.

'

4734.

HEPOKT OF THE CONDITION OF
BANK
THE FIRST NATIONAL
New
Mexico
Territory
of
In
the
Union,
at

close of business August 22,

.At the

1907
RESOURCES.
'Laws anS discounts
sjwrdralts, secured and unsecured
Í.HL Honda to secure circulallon
V.SL Boud U secure II. 8. Deposit
. Iiemiuins
on IT. 8. Bonds
ButwK securities, ere
U&nUog house, Furniture and

I7,(W Ki
00
50,(100 00

1I 0.IKX)

3.500 00
8,800 00
ai.ooo 00

fixtures

from national tanks (uot
' tmterve agent)
Uufifrom MlutsBanksand Bankers
Ilua from ai)I) roved reserve agents
.,.
Clmeksand other cash Items..
Ntitr of other national, banks-..- .

Jne

rlinal
ud

22

$645,911

8,9(10 50
147 00
08

133,182

SiX 13

5,30 00

paper currency, nickels

Ffank. Cowan spent, a portion of.
last Sunday in Springer from Raton
visiting with his relatives and friends
all of whom are always pleased to see
him.
J. Leahy, district attorney, was in
the city Wednesday from Raton and
representing the territory in the case
of the Gonzales brothers and Lucario
Mova.
Miss Celia Pascoe was in Springer
a day or so this week from Wagon
Mound. They have given up the hotel business there and will soon remove to Fort Collins, Colorado.
Still the homeseekers are coming in
and land in the various tracts is being
sold every day. The French Land &
Irrigation Co. had an excursion ar
'
i
rive hefe Thursday.
t
i
A. A. Hopkins o Gila Dam, southwestern Arizona,' came in last Saturday for, a few days visit with,, his
brother here, Dr. James Hopkins. Mr.
Hopkins is in the copper, mining business.
Farmers are rejoicing over an
enormous
second crop of alfalfa,
which the most of them have finished cutting. Also the lower vega hay
crop is exceptionally large, while the
yield or straight prairie hay is only
medium.
Rev. Fth. Antonio Cellier, pastor of
the Catholic church in this city, went
to Santa Fe ' Monday, where the
priests of the territory went into annual retreat for a week in behalf of
the church.
Mrs. S. B. Davis came in Friday of
last week from her home in California
on receiving word of the death of her
brother-in-laA. L. Harmon. She
does not expect to return to California.
Chris Hansen has moved his family
to the city from the ranch. Being one
of the Palo Blanco Land & Irrigation Company members he will devote
his time from now on to looking af'

.

ter the company's interests.
Attorney W. B. Bunker was in the
city last Sunday from his home at
Las Vegas. He was also here Wednesday again representing the Gonzales brothers and Lucario Moya at
the preliminary examination in the
'

3s4 40

cents.....,.-.....-

Lawful money reserve in bank, vis:
-- .
W&O 70
Xpvle.

justice court,
J. S. Holland of Holland, Union
5.000 00 county, was in Springer Thursday and
yesterday. Mr. Holland is an
95
23ii,30
X,M
in this country, and as this is
LIABILITIES
S 100,000 00 his first visit in Springer for a numIn .................
paid
stock
Vital
50,000
Morp'.ns fund..
ber of years his old friends and acprofits, less expenses
UiwUrided
were all very much pleas10,538 25 quaintances
j.dtsxwspnld
100,01)0 00 ed to see him again.
' SaUuual tMink notes outnUnding
1H H22 52
It is noised around that Max H.
I)w to other National Banks
l.Ue to Míate linuUs and Bankers... 82.IB7 87' Karlsruher, well known in Springer
savings
Due to trust companies and
where he lived a number of years,
8,7118 :
tmnks
:XmñA Idoal deports subject to check 620.S24 0 is soon to shake off bachelorhood and
,507 (B
become a benedict, the other party to
'stsmA ceriillcatcs of denoait
224.21H 2U
M ine certifícales of deposit
the important event in his life being
M
00
VcrtiliMl check
1971 9 an estimable young lady of Roy. The
jajir'icheckoutstandlnt
50,000 00 marriage,
it is said, will take place at
(.'filled states deposits
tl,25,3!il) Itt Roy early in November.
Total....- II. S. Wannamaker of Vermillion,
7:'IBITOKY OF NtW MEXICO
fss
S.XH MY OK COLKAX
Ohio,
secretary of the Protective Coll
of
the
cashier
V, C. N. lllackwcll.
bank, do solemnly swear that the above onization association, which is inter.iementlstruetotbebost of my knowledge denominational in character, was in
V. N. BLACK WELL,
jmm teller.
the city Thursday. Last spring Mr.
Cashier.
' wibucrlbcd and sworn to before me this 2iith Wannamaker's association located 350
families on one tract of land forty
lay of August, HOT.
C. A.NVHCS
miles south of Clayton, Union county,
Notary Public.
and they occupy almost four town-Oirrw-- t
Attest ;
JOHN
Ships and arc prosperous. These peoDlr
WM. K. DKiiNER,
I
ple have recently started a town which
J AH. K. HUS1,
70,600 70

17,iV) 00

Notes

taJ-fcnde- r

.,

Xtedemption fund with C.8. Treasurer
i per cent ol circulation)

old-tim-

1

.

above-n.mvo-
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New Mexico

Normal

University

LAS VEGAS,

Offers the Following Courses of Study:
ve
years, including preparatory academia
territorial teachers certificate.
years, for students who have oora-rt- d
Two
2. ADVANCED NORMAL COLUSE
high school eonre. I.cails lo live vear territorial cerlltloalc,
COURSE-Twm
ompiete special train--yeiirs
TRAINING
3. KINDERGARTEN
fork nderitaiK-- and primary teacher.
high schools
years.
to
ACADEMIC
best
rour
academies,
Kiiial
COURSE
4.
auil rulletie preiiamlorv
to first grade county certificate.
R NORMAL COURSE
5. THREE-Vlads
COURSE lor pemous who need training In the Kugllsh
6.
'
and common brunches.
7. SPECIAL COURSES will lie arranged for those wishing to prepare for
thim if cte county certificates.
The Training ' "I complete from Kindergarten to eighth grade, In charge
irnlslit's opportunity for observation and practice
f trained critic
Instructors In Manual Training,
Full courses, under specially
,
Kclence, Mul a nil lrawing.
Kail 'erm opens Tuesday, September 1,1.
Kor f irther Information, address the l'rvsldont.

FULL NORMAL

1.

,ik.

to

COUHSE-Kl-

ftv-y-

1

lau-Stu-

'

teac-ln.--

?

W.

E. GARRISON,

New Mexico

Normal

University,

LAS VEGAS.
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"I don't know. She never tried," replied the wag.
.
;The' memory of "the good-nigkiss" in the stormy years which may
be in store for your little one will
f,
steady star to guide
be like a
them; ' "My father, my mother
d
Lips all
loved me!"
of la.nd.
will become dewey again when' the
tender memory rushes over them in
after years. Kiss your child before
The hour may
he goes to sleep.
By J. Marvia Nicnols.
come when you would give the
world's gold just to touch those ruby
Picking a quarrel with a woman lips once more.
Be bravet True the scorching rays
and fuddling with a hornet's nest are
fall hot on your already blistered face
about one and the same.
but. somewhere the cooling winds
John D. Rockefeller says that the
beginning of his fortune came on will softly fan your 'feveish brow.
that day when, as a boy hoeing corn You'll sometime come to cloudless
at fifty cents a day, he made the dis- skies j Are your dear arms empty
covery that $SO put out at 7 per cent and your disappointed heart so dead
a year would have an interest return and cold? Be strong! True the icy
equal to the amount of money he winds carry the frost and chill but
could earn in seven days at the rate somewhere there is a heart that will
be true and he waits to pillow his
of wage he was then receiving.
Avoid the break in friendship, for head in the hollow of your shoulder.
life's,
when it comes it cannot really be Sometime you will begin anew
' Be
brave
love.
long
of
dream
sweet
mended.
The jarring not mars the
s
harmony of the whole glorious sym- -, and Strong! True the ocean-windwild
the
have
into
lashed
the
waves
phony. It is not alone a question of
forgiveness; that may be full and est fury but as certain as the clouds
complete. It is the hurt in the heart ever came, they shall drift away and
open sea.
that will not readily heal and the your barque will reach the
that a
Uncle
wisely
declares
Josh
fulW
will
come
not
confidence that
word to the wise is a hard thing
back!
fl
to get in.
Risdale had evidently becnA-e- r the
Dorthy Dix will get her mead of
said
woman
he
that
road when
praise from many . a .man. : She
wants to' be told that she is hand- speaks for thousands when she says:
some although she has a squint eye
"Give me a flirt, give me a red
and a pug nose and so it goes. How-- 1
headed tartar, give me a bargain chasever honest and truthful you , may er, give me a woman who doesn't
be, you will be despised unless you know whether an egg ought to boil
learn to keep your clapper tied.
two minutes or two hours, bring on
After all there is nothing that really your lecture platform ladies, or your
goes to the heart of another like the Lucrczia- Borgias who are handy
recognition of personal worth. Most with the poison bottle, but, good
of us can recall days when we walked Lord, deliver me from the woman
with a lighter step because there who' whines," says the man who is
had come to us the cordial recogni- a real good industrious complainer.
tion of another human soul. We do
"Yet, my wife is continually innot always think what resources of forming me that ff she had not marencouragement and helpfulness lie ill' ried 'me if she had only remained
an honest word of recognition of single, instead of being the domestic
another's work and purpose.
slave that she now is, tied down to
Kicking is a habit, and may be groveling pursuits by a home and
either natural or acquired. The habit family, she would be soaring aloft in
of complaining, criticizing, faultfindthe blue empyrean of fame.
ing, or grumbling over trifles a habit
"Put a whining woman in the Garof looking for shadows is a most den of Eden, and she'd have all the
unfortunate' thing to contract espec animals kicking and biting at each
ially in early life. The victim is
other in five minutes. Marry a comsure to become a slave.-- All the im plaining woman and she'll turn matpulses will become perverted. Thw rimony into a howling'desert before
tendency to pessimism and cynicism you can say Jack Robinson,- - and
,vill soon be chronic. ..-..that's the reason that I say that the
Doctor Hillis declares there are whiner is the most aggravating thing
only two kinds of people in the world in married life."
the people who live in the shadow
The eternal "kicker". is the one man
ond the gloom and those who live that any community can well do
on the sunny side of the street.
without.
Martin tells of a young art student
who had just finished a picture and,
SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTION.
a
with tears in her eyes, had declared
Topcka, Kan. The Atchison,
that it was another "awful failure,"
and Santa Fe railroad, through
Just then the instructor, seeing what the efforts of Vice President J. W.
e
s!ie had done, took a brush and
Moand put a few strokes of liht Kendrick and Superintendent of
here and there; and lo! the "failure" tive Power A. Lovell, will establish in
was a thing of beauty. The yott'iR the local shops of the Santa Fe,
woman learned to put on the finisn-in- ti commencing September I, a system
touches to her own "failure" and of instruction for the apprentices in
they won the prize after all. Thousshops. Announcement to this efands of the great works of art, anl the
many wonderful inventions, hav? fect was made this morning.
F. W. Thomas, who is at the presbeen lost to the world on the very evr
ot accomplishment. Their autho.-ent time engineer of tests, will be
just at the criti- appointed to
bei'amo
the position of supercal moment that only needed the finof apprentices.
visor
In the local
.the
'
ishing touch. Perseverance is
"open sesame" to the door of suc- shops there will be five instructors
'
taken froni the experienced employes
cess.
No one lives until he is blind to ev- of the shops whose duties will be to
look after the instructing of apprenl
ery fault.
Nc life can be real until all is love, tices and see that they are thorough-l'
instructed in all the different
'
latiuhter and toil.
Yearning, with no object in view, classes of work. One instructor will
apprenbe in 'charge of twenty-fiv- e
is bound to grow monotonous.
j
A manly apology is always noble-I- t tices.
'
There will also be a drawing
can never be degrading.
school started which will be located
with care-ir- i
, 11 '..story, is crammed
bltild!-in- g
that turned on the smallest incidents. in the old shop building. This
thfe
is
in
located
the
midst
of
Sortie of us, after the treasure has
vanished from our arms, sometime shou buildings and will be within
all the shops.
The
see a strfinger's darling just about easy reach of
'
the size of ours and would give our room which will be, used for this
souls to hear her calling "Daddy!" in drawing school is fifty by fifty feejt
and will be equipped with black;
the night.
I have known men who have re boards, drawing instruments, table's
fused to stand by another in an tin- - and the necessary requirements for
'
j
.
They preferred I instruction in drawing.-fortunate hour.
waiting to see how the change turned
out true or false on this changing
Notice.
í Lave takéu up one yellow, iWe
tide of public opinion they are will,
ing to rest their devotion. Repudiate year old pooy mare at Cimarrón.
him forever!
The friend that forSam Cordova.
sakes in the evil hour is unworthy
of your trust when life runs smoothAsh Fork, Ariz. The first serious
ly. It breaks a bond for which there violence as a
result of the general
is
no wcilding they are "frozen strike of the telegraphers occurred
vipers warmed by your own heart-bloo- here Monday night, when strikers atThey repay by the burial of tacked the big repeating station of
their fangs in the heart that once the Postal Telegraph company here.
blessed them you don't need a The station was riddled with bullets
friend behind whose fawning' smiles
and much damage done, although no
there slumbers the possibility of a one was injured. Three men were at
forsaking.
Stand by the suffering work at the time.
!
heart be that suffering just or
wrong.
There is nothing that so
Where to Stoo in Raton.
,
,
clearly marks the really heroic.
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe deDon't keep your kisses for the cold
tf
and pallid cheek.
There is no feel- pot. Rooms 50 cents and $1.
ing in the shadows of the tomb. It's
' Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Pres- s.
too late.
'
It will cost 'you just two dolA certain man came across his
;
" v"
'
lars a year. Address the' Cimarron
friend and asked:
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
"Cao your wif keep a secrgt?"
they call Amstad, where business men
have located. They are preparing to
build school houses and churches, and
exhibit every evidence possible of enterprise and thrift.; Mr. Wannamaker
has been looking around this section
with a view of securing a large body

ht

Ii We

far-of-

fever-parche-

MUSINGS.

New Mexico's
Twenty-sevent- h

Annual Territorial
Fair Association

October

B. CREER. Cattle Salesman.
C V HOSMER. Sheep Salesman
WARREN , Cattle Salesman, J. L. HUFRNGTON. Yardman
tl'.E. WOODFORD. Cattle Sal m n J. R. M'CONNIFF, Yardman
P. GREER. Yardman.
A A. KINSER, Hog Salesman.

fi.

ft

GREER

.

COMPANY.

Live Stock Commission Merchants
Bny and Kell Cattle, Hogs and hwp STRICTLY ON COMMISSION.
s
OursalM are mule by tin proprietors, and our own corps at
.
men unload, feed, waur and
Corrss poods oca Solicitad.

J

Iras

10--

8?

live Stock Exchange, Kassas City Stock Yds

7-1-

Inclusive

2

Albuquerque, N. M.
$8,000 for Trotters, Pacers and Runners

.

y

TROTTING

Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

..

No.

AND PACING, PROGRAM:

12:17 Pace
Trot

"

Free-for-a-

.

.

$1.000
1,000
1,000
boo
- 1,000
- " 500

--

No. 22:20
I
-'
No. 3 2:13 Pace'
No. 42:25 Pace Pace
Purse No. 5
Purse No. 62:30 Trot
.

i

--

ll

'

'i

(Running program published Later.)

The best horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Big list of entries and whirlwind finishes
That's all !

-

HALF FARE RAILROAD RATES.
J.

A.

Jav

Weinman, Pres.

Mgr.

A. Hubbs,

j

Roy Stamm, Sec'y.

GO TO THE

HEW DRUG STORE
for

;

:

Drugs'and Sundries,
Stationery,
Toilet Articles,
Magazines,
Perfumes,
Novels,
Cigars and Candies,
Sporting Goods,
Soda Fountain Soon.

.

.s.

.

Cimarron Drug and Stationery Co. f
S. P. OFFICER, Manager.

To-pek-

STABLE

pa'.-ett-

s

SUPPLIES

bLCALL CU,RE Y
WUnn

mLliJiUl

,
AXLE GREASE,
WHIPS,
OIL,
HARNESS
U Vv admarkU
CURRY COMBS,
HALTERS, BRUSHES, SWEAT COLLARS, and also
BICKMORE'S GALL CURE, vhlch v, warrant a1sfctory
.

Cwre for Galla. Wonntfs. and Sorea ppon anímala

LITTRELL
Ira Duckwórth.

!

BROS.,

:

N, M.

Cimarron.

Marling.

Wm. M.

-

The Oxford Hotel, Bar and Cafe!
DUCKWORTH

& MARLING,

Proprietors.

Wholesale Dealers in Malt Liquors,

'

General Agents St. Louis,

j

ABC Beer !

.

Baths and Rooms
in connection."
Electric Lights and Furnace Heat.
Fine1

European Plan

!

9

Fine Wines, Liquors
Everything Strictly

d.

A.

Others Get the Flag!

Take the Firsts!

-

and

Cigars j

First-Clas- s.

ilBANK of SPRINGER
SPRINGER, NEW
MEXICO

;
-

i

"

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

-

D.

O, W. Gillkspi

J. Devine, Cashier
M. M.Salaíai

.

'

$30,000

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS: ,
8. Flobbshbim,

C. N. Black well, President
NEAREST

;

-

Capital Paid Up

DONE.

I:

y
o

ro
Vice-Preside-

.:;

R. E. Alldbedqb

BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

,

f
,

u

